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INTRO

INTRO
TREND BSC Token is a decentralized cryptocurrency.
You can see the starting list of tasks in the roadmap. All other
updates and features will be introduced only after a decision by
the community.
Having been in the crypto market since 2020 and having
participated in dozens of projects, we have come to the
conclusion that the most important thing is to gather around us a
community of like-minded people who truly appreciate the values
of the projects.
True enthusiasts who believe in the development of P2E and NFT
segments will take on the emission within about a couple of years.
This will be a great reward, especially since projects will be based
on the TDT partner token in the plans.
In other words, you will be able to trade, transfer coins from one
project to another, use the TDT token for your projects, applications
and pay bills, since the TDT credit will be linked to European SEPA,
Visa\MasterCard payments.
The TDT architecture was developed after analyzing existing
projects based on com- ments and discussions in chats and forums,
rather than team reports as is usually the case.
We buy and support projects as main partners.
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TOKENOMICS

TOKENOMICS

Format: BEP20 (Binance Smart Chain– based)
Contract: 0x03158f64179cff71ee3206024cee79d55b70ca9d
Token name: TREND BSC Token
Ticker: TDT
Maximum offer: 1,000,000,000 TDT (fixed)
TDT Metrios:
Foundation pre-lockuot:10%
Purchase of projects: 30%
European SEPA payments: 20%
Investors: 30%
Team motivation: 10%
Private sale price: $0.01
Public sale price: --
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TDT token staking
We will present 3 staking programs:
1. DAILY 0.2% / APR-73% / APY-107.35% Unstake: Instant
2. DAILY 0.25% / APR-91.25% / APY-148.77% Unstake: 15 days
3. DAILY 0.3% / APR-109.5% / APY-198.42% Unstake: 30 days
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LIQUIDITY
You can provide liquidity to the pool and receive rewards for this in
TDT tokens, as well commission from exchanges, directly
proportional to your share of pool ownership. Liquidity is provided
in equal shares, for example 1000 TDT and 100 USDT.
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ROADMAP

ROADMAP

Q1 2022
- Beginning of the seed funding
- Gathering resources for future promotion
- Add token on PancakeSwap exchange
- Listing on nomics.com (company delivering professional-grade
market data APIs)
- Listing on coinpaprika.com
- Audit
Q2 2022
- Making TDT/USDT, TDT/BUSD, TDT/BNB, TDT/SHIB, TDT/NT liquidity
pairs on PancakeSwap exchange
- Selling packages with a nominal value of 100, 250, 500, 1000 TDT
in the webmoney payment system, qiwi, wm card, gift card,
bitcoin
- Maintaining liquidity using the resources of mining farms
- Creating staking contract
- Audit
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ROADMAP

ROADMAP

Q3 2022
- Testing European SEPA payments account
- Starting operations with TREND token with the help of European
SEPA payments
- Audit

Q4 2022
- Making own decentralized exchange, allowing investors to swap
BEP20 tokens
- Making traiding pairs with top cryptocurrencues
- Expanding the list of liquidity pairs
- Purchase of projects, affiliate program
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MISSION
We have set ourselves the task of implementing convenient
interaction between various trading platforms, communications for
the promotion of any projects, as we believe that these areas are
the future.
As the ecosystem and the token develop, TDT will be involved in
absolutely all segments - from paying transfer fees to buying, selling
third-party projects, and interacting with all networks.
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MARKETING

During our work, we have thoroughly studied all the relevant ways
of project development and dissected them to the smallest detail.
This allows us to take into account and avoid the mistakes and
shortcomings that we have noticed while studying other pro- jects.
We have accurately selected the planned stages of development.
Therefore, the community will continue to develop through
hackathons for developers and with further support for their
projects. And also by attracting new users through bounty
campaigns. The latter, in turn, will not be simple giveaways, but fullfledged processes with a thoughtful outcome and limiting factors
to avoid burdening the market with new tokens. In addition, we will
maintain transparency for the community by drafting a smart
contract with advertisers.
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TEAM

Ruslan Makarau. CEO&Founder. Main developer.
Project Health Support. System Administrator.
Local Engineer.
admin@tdt.company

Elena Radkevich. QA Engineer&SEO.
Strive to test new IT products and see our world
evolve into a new cyber-era filled with wonders.
Tend to optimize and efficiently manage available
resources.
proc@tdt.company
Denis Shcherbakov. Software Engineer.
Extremely passionate and work tirelessly to
bridge the gap between what product is and
what product can be.
limonoproc@gmail.com
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CONTACT US
Email
admin@tdt.company
Telegram
https://t.me/trendbsctoken
Discord
https://discord.gg/DeQdyEuxZm
Twitter
https://twitter.com/trendbsctoken
Reddit
https://www.reddit.com/r/trendbsctoke
Linkedin
https://www.linkedin.com/company/trendbsctoken/

